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The primary purpose of this project is to compare two new non-comparison
sorting algorithms: Groupsort and Flashsort 1. To simplify discussion, we focus on the
performance of these algorithms with integer data. First, we test Groupsort and
Flashsort1 against bucket sort using uniformly distributed integer values with a number
of different additional storage spaces and give run time performance curves. Then, we
test Groupsort and Flashsortl against Quicksort using different distributed input data and
give run time perfomance curves. Through the analysis of impact of run time, additional
storage space, and data distribution, an optimal method is given to make each algonthm
perform well.
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Sorting is one of the fundamental problems in computer science because of the
following reasons. First, it is the basis of many other algorithms such as searching,
pattern matching, etc. Many applications have been found in database systems, data
statistics and processing, data communications and pattern matching [19]. Second, it
plays an important role in the learning of algorithm design and analysis, data structure
and programming. Sorting algorithms make a valuable case study in efficient coding.
Through studying various sorting algorithms, we can find many important principles of
data structure manipulation, and discover the evolution of various sorting algorithms. By
examining the evolution, we can learn the general ideas involved in the analysis of
algorithms - the ideas used to determine performance characteristics of algorithms so
that an intelligent choice can be made between competing methods, and more rlllihl'l we
can learn a good deal about strategies that help us design good algorithms. Finally. ;lI1d
especially, it is a challenging problem that has been studicd extensively 11.\ 14. 1:'1, 19,
24,25]. The performance of these algorithms has been I mprovcd dramatically 112, 20,
25,261. The proven lower bound of complexity has hcen reached tt, 7,19,24,31]. It
has shown that various SOIling algonthms have thclr own characteri.stics.
On comparing the various methods that have been achieved, sorting algorithms
can be dIvided generally into comparison sorting algorithms and non-comparison sorting
algOTllhms. Regardless of the model used, we need to consider the following general
aspecls lf1 deSIgning an algorithm for sorting n records:
1. Computational efficiency in both the theoretical and practical sense, including
analyzing and detennining the running time.
2. The amount of additional storage space used by a sorting algorithm and the
ability to control the additional storage space used.
3. Implementation and use including how difficult the programming is and how
data distribution affects the perfonnance.
In light of these criteria, no sorting algorithm is perfect, not even Quicksolt,
which is considered to be the best available general-purpose, comparison-based sorting
algorithm. As presented first by Hoare [14] and subsequently in Sedgewick [25] for
variations, the average running time of Quicksort is 0(nlog2n), but its worst-case
behavior is O(n\ Conventional comparison-based sorting algorithms and their average-
case time complexities include selection sort (0(n2», insertion sort (0(n2», bubble ort
(0(n2», Shellsort (two conjectures: 0(n(log2n)2) and O(n 1.25», Quicksort (0(nlog2n».
Heapsort (0(nlog2n», Mergesort (0(nlog2n», etc., a described by Knuth [191. By lIS111~
a decision-tree model, a lower bound of Q(nlog2n) on the worst-case running time 01 ;111)'
comparison sort on n inputs ha been proved [1,7, 19,24,311 In order to ;\VUld tIllS
performance limitation of comparison sorts, various non -com p<lrI son met hoos I J () I, such
as address-calculation sorts distribution COlllltlnl..!. sorts. raolx SOIls, counting sort and, ~
bucket sorts, have been designed whIch use the values or the elements being sorted to
increase efficiency to O(n), but do so at the expense of additional storage space and a
lack of generality.
The Salting algOrIthms themselves are not difficult to understand, but a
compal'lSUIl of the relative merits of the many algorithms does require some effort. The
goal of this study is to compare two new non-comparison sorting algorithms, Groupsort
[6] and Flashsort1 [21]. This study focus mainly on the performance of these algorithms
with positive integers. I use the C programming language to implement the algorithms,
and give computational results for running time including running time for various
sorting array sizes, running time for vari.ous additional storage spaces and running time
for various data distributions. Based on these results, this study will analyze the time
complexity, the additional storage space used and the affection of the data di tribution,
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm, and give some conclusions





2.1 Sorting and its Classification
Sorting is used to put items in order. Consider the problem of sortingfiles of
records containing keys which are used to control the sort. A formal descI;ption of
sorting can be defined based on the concept of partial order. As preparation the definition
of partial order is:
Definition 1. Suppose R is a relation on a set S. For a, b, c in S, if R is:
a) Reflexive: aRa for every a in S;
b) Transitive: aRb 1\ bRc => aRc; and
c) Antisymmetric: aRb 1\ bRa => a = b,
then R is a partial order on the set S.
Sorting generally is defined as an'anging a list of data by their kcys or lhcl1isL'!\'l· ....
into a partial order R, where R implies ~ particularly. The definltloll IS <IS lollmvs.
Definition 2. For n items ai, a2, ... , an in a set S with cach Item a, consisting 01 a key Kj
and some information associatcd with that key. sorting IS an arrangement of
the items in order to oDtam a partial order KjRK i+1 for 'd i, I ~ i < n.
Generally. R is defined as ~ in sorting, so that the pal1ial order is
K, ~ K2 ~ ... ~ Kj ~ ... ~ Kn
4
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On comparing the various methods that have been achieved, sorting algorithms
can be classified into two categories: (1) the atomic comparison model, which assumes
that the sorted order is based on comparison between the input items and (2) the non-
comparison model in which the value of an individual item is used to estimate its location
in the final sorted list. Many examples of both types of sorting algorithms are found in
Knuth [19] and Cormen et al. [7].
2.2 Comparison-Based Sorting Algorithms
2.2.1 Comparison-Based Sorting Algorithms
First, let us start from some conventional comparison-based sorting algorithms:
bubble sort, straight selection sort, straight insertion sort, Shellsort, Quicksort, Heapsort,
and Mergesort.
1. Bubble sort [17, 18,28,29]:
Bubble sort is one of the simplest interchange sorts. The bubble ort algorithm
sorts an array by interchanging adjacent items that are in the wrong order. The algorJlhrll
makes repeated passes through the array probing all adjacent pairs until the fi Ic IS
completely in order.
The bubble sort is a simple sorting algonthm. but it IS inelliCICl11. Its running time
is 0(n2), unacceptable even for medium-sized fi Ics One advantage of the bubble sort is
that it is stable [11]: items with equal keys remain In the same relative order after the sort
as before.
2. Straight selection sort Ill) I:
5
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The straight selection sort is one of the simplest sorting algorithms that works as
follows: first find the smallest item in the array and exchange it with the item in the first
position, then find the second smallest item and exchange it with the item in the second
position, continuing in this way until the entire array is sorted.
Its running time is O(n\ It works very well for very small files.
3. Straight insertion sort (19]:
An algorithm almost as simple as straight selection sort but perhaps more flexible
is straight insertion sort. For sorting a row vector from left to right, the item being
considered is inserted merely by moving larger items one position to the right, then
inserting the item into the vacated position.
Its running time is 0(n2). For this reason, the use of the algorithm is justifiable
only for sorting very small files. Straight insertion sort is slower than straight selection
sort unless the data already have considerable order. One advantage of the straight
insertion sort is that it is stable, as is bubble sort.
4. Shellsort (3, 4,22,24,30]:
Shellsort is a simple extension of straight insertion sort which allows cxch~ln~cs
of items that are far apart. Several passes are made through the list of items. Artcr each
pass, the items are more nearly sorted. The last pass IS just str<.lIghl insertion sort. out no
item has to move very far.
The average running time of Shcllsort IS not exactly known. Two conjectures are
0(n(logln)2) and 0(n I25 ). Shellsort is not a stable sorting algorithm since equal keys may
not have their origmal relative ordenng after a pass. Shellsort seems a very attractive
6
algorithm for internal sorting because it has acceptable running time even for moderately
large files.
5. Quicksort [13,14, 15, 16,27]:
Quicksort is a "divide and conquer" method for sorting. To begin each iteration, a
key value v is selected from the file as a pivot item. The file is then split into two
subfiles, those items with keys smaller than the selected one and those item who e keys
are larger. In this way, the selected item is placed in its proper final location between the
two resulting subfiles. This procedure is repeated recursively on the two subfiles and 0
on.
Quicksort is considered to be the best available general-purpose, comparison-
based sorting algorithm; although its worst case running time is 0(n2), its average
performance is excellent (0(nlog2n».
6. Heapsort [5, 32):
Heapsort is a sOlting algorithm that sorts by building a priority queue. The idea is
simply to build a heap containing the items to be sorted and then t remove them aiL in
order, using the basic operations on heaps.
Heapsort is guaranteed to execute in 0(nlog2n) time even in the wor,,' eilse With
R. W. Floyd's improvement [9], Heapsort is only about) 4111 slower th;1I1 Qll1cksort on
the average and much faster in the worst case [191. Heapsort docs not benerit rrom a
sorted array, nor is its efficiency significantly afkcted by any initial ordering. This
algorithm does not use any extra storage. 1101' these advantages noted indicate that
Heapsort is an excellent choice 1'01' an Intemal sorting algorithm.
7. Mergesort [2. ) I:
7
Mergesort is a natural way of sorting lists by repeatedly merging sublists. By
counting the total number of items in the list, each merging step can be as balanced as
possible. At the deepest level of the recursion, single item lists are merged together to
fonn two-item lists and so on.
Mergesort is guaranteed to execute in O(nlog2n) even in the worst case. It can
take advantage of partially ordered lists. But Mergesort uses extra storage: either an
auxiliary array or the pointers that are associated with the list. In view of the above,
Mergesort is one of the best alternatives for sorting a list, and is best for external sorting.
2.2.2 Summary of Comparison-Based Sorting Algorithms
Table 1 gives a summary of the analysis of the seven general comparison-ba ed
sorting algorithms.
Table 1. Summary of seven general comparison-based sorting algorithms
ILT
Algorithm Bubble Straight Straight Shell sort Quicksort Heapsort Merges
sort selection insertion
Worst case O(n-) O(nz) O(n l ) O(n13) O(nz) O(nlogzn) O(nlo '.'
run lime
Average case O(nz) O(nz) O(n l ) unknown O(nlogzn) G(lllng.z/l ) o( 11111;':
run time
Storage in in in in extra space 111 t: xll;t ~p;...
requirement place place place place 0(1og.z Jl ) pl;Il"t: ()(II)




* V. R. Pratt's version of Shellsort runs in O(n(log2nr') in the worst case, but
its large coefficient of proportinality makes it imrralical [4, 22J.
** Two conjectures are: O(n(log2n)2) am! O(n l 25) 1241
*** In-place: a sorting algOrithm sorts In place if only a constant number of
elements of the Input array are eyer stored outside the array [7].
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2.2.3 Analysis of Lower Bound on the Running Time
Comparison-based sorting algorithms assume that the sorted order is based on
comparison between the input items, the pair of keys compared at any moment of time
depends only on the output of previous comparisons and nothing else. We can draw a
binary tree in which each internal node is annotated by aj : aj for some i and j in the range
I ~ i, j ~ n, where n is the number of items in the input sequence. Each leaf is annotated
by a permutation. This is called a decision tree. The execution of the sorting algorithm
corresponds to tracing a path from the root of the decision tree to a leaf. The length of
the longest path from the root of a decision tree to any of its leaves represents the worse
case numhcr of comparisons the sorting algorithm performs. A lower bound on the
heights of decision trees is therefore a lower bound on the running time of any
comparison-based sorting algorithm. By using this decision-tree model, a lower bound of
Q(nlog2n) on the worse case running time of any comparison-based sorting algorithm on
n items has been proved [1,7, 19,24,31].
2.3 Non-Comparison SOlting Algorithms
In order to break the limitation of comparison-based sorting algorithms ;lllli
achieve faster algorithms. various non-comparison algorithms h<lve heen dL:slgncu th;ll
use the values being sorted to increase efficiency to O(n). hut Jo S(l <It the expense of
additional storage space and a lack of generality.
2.3.1 Basic Non-Comparison Sort.ing AlgOrithms
1. Counting Sort (7]:
9
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Counting sort assumes that each of the n records that will be sorted is a distinct
integer whose key is between 1 and k. The basic idea of counting sort is to count the
number of keys with each value, then use the counts to move the records into position in
the output array. This scheme must be modified slightly to handle the situation in which
several records have the same value.
The overall running time is O(k + n). In practice, we usually use counting sort
when k =O(n), in which case the running time is O(n). An important property of
counting sort is that it is stable.
2. Radix Sort [7]:
For many applications, the keys used to define the order of the records in the final
sorted list can be thought of as numbers from some range. Sorting methods that take
advantage of the digital properties of these numbers are called radix sorts. Consider
sorting n records in which each key has d digits and each digit is in the range 1 to k, and k
is not too large. Radix sort sorts on the least significant digit first, then the second until
all digits have been treated. For each digit, counting sort is the obvious choice.
The total running time of radix sort is 8(dn + kd). When d is constant and k =
O(n), radix sort runs in linear time. But radix sort that uses counting sort as the
intermediate stable sort does not sort in place.
3. Bucket Sort [7]:
Bucket sort assumes that the values being sorted arc unJlonnly distributed
throughout the range. The idea of bucket sort IS 10 divide the records into K equal-sized
subranges, or buckets. and then di stri oute the n records Into the K buckets. To produce
10
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the output, we simply son the numbers in each bucket and then go through the buckets in
order, listing the records in each.
The average running time of bucket son is linear under the assumption that the
values being sorted are uniformly distributed. If this assumption is violated, the worst
case for bucket sort is all data at one bucket except one at another bucket. The worst case
time can be O(nlog2n). The disadvantage of this approach include: the use of the linked
list data structures and the need for additional storage for the n linked Ii t records in the
buckets together with K pointers pointed to the head of each list.
2.3.2 Two New Non-Comparison Sorting Algorithms
Dozens of non-comparison sorting algorithms have been invented based on the
above basic non-comparison sorting algorithms. They focus on retaining the linear
running time and reducing the additional storage space. An early approach that
developed by Gamson and Picard [10] used the additional storage space 3n. A
subsequent improvement by Ducoin reduced the additional storage requirement to 1.5n
[8]. Two new non-comparison sorting algorithms have been proposed recently.
1. Groupsort:
Recently, Bumetas, Solow, and Agarwal [6] proposed a specific implcrnCI1I;lllol1
of a bucket sort called Groupsort which is a modi fication of the onc in Ducoi n IXI
Groupsort retains the linear average running time for unifonnly dlstnhuted numhers and
the ability to sort without using linked lists. It is accomplished hy parlltioning the array
X into K subarrays corresponding to the K huckets, and then movlllg the numbers from
their original locations to the correcl subarray, hased on an interpolation function
identical to the one used in InterpolatIon search [19]. The main improvements of
II
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Groupsort compared with the one in Ducoin are: (1) the reduction in additional storage
from 1.5n to pn, where p is any user-chosen value between 0 and 1, and (2) the use of
Groupsort or Quicksort to sort the numbers in each bucket, thus improving on the use of
insertion sort when the number of items in a bucket is large.
If the uniformly distributed assumption is violated, the worst case for Groupsort is
that all data at one bucket ex.cept one at another bucket. The worst case time is O(n\
2. Flashsort I:
Another interesting sorting algorithm, called Flashsortl, was presented by
Neubert [19] in 1998. The algorithm consists of three logical blocks: classification,
permutation, and straight insertion. Classification determines the size of each class of
items. Permutation does long-range reordering to collect items of each class together.
And a straight insertion does the final short-range ordering. It sorts in linear time and
requires less than O.ln auxiliary storage to sort n items, for uniformly distributed keys.
If the unifOImly distributed assumption is violated, the worst case for FJashsort I
is that all data at one class except one at another class. The worst case time is 0(n2).
From the above review, we find that every sorting algorithm has its own
characteristics. An interesting topic is the comparison of Groupsol1 and Hashsurll Whll'h
all have linear running time performance and use only a little hIt addltlon;d sloragc to sort
n items for uniformly distributed data. In the following chaptns. wc wJlllmplement
these two algorithms using the C programmmg language and analyze theIr performance






The following description of the Groupsort algorithm is quoted from [61-
"Groupsort breaks the range of values, say u to v, into K subranges of equal
length, also referred to as intervals, numbered a through K - 1. Hereafter, the set of
elements of the array being sorted that fall within each subrange is referred to as a group.
By using one additional pass through the array to count the number of elements
that fall in each group, we can obtain an additional array Count of K elements that stores
the number of elements in each group. Knowing the number of elements in each group
allows one to partition the original array x into K subarrays (of varying lengths) that will
eventually hold the numbers in each of the K groups.
Once the elements of x are moved to their proper group. the numbers in each
group must be sOlted to obtain the final list. Because in Groupsort the numbers in each
group are stored in consecutive positions of the array, it is possible to use Quicksort to do
so rather than the less efficient inseltion sort as other bucket sorts do."
Here is an example of using Groupsort. Suppose there are J2 keys. ,,[ml'd 111 xiii
... , x[l2}, whose values range from u = 1 to v = 200, as shown 111 hglll"l' Ill. Suppose that












Through passing the array in Figure la, we can determine the number of elements
(3, 3, 2, and 4, respectively) falling in each group. So, the original alTay x can be
partitioned into the 4 subarrays shown in Figure 1b, in which the pointer (arrow)
numbered k indicates the starting position for the numbers that will eventually be put in
group K.
Having determined the starting location of each subarray, for each i =1, ... ,11,
xl i] is exchanged with the element in the next available position of the subarray in x to
which xli] belongs. In this example, the first key, whose value is 75, belongs to group I
ami is therefore exchanged with the next available element in subarray 1 of the array x,
namely, x[4] =98, as seen in Figure Ie. The value 98 belongs to group I and is therefore
exchanged with the next available element in suban-ay 1 of the array x, namely, x[5] = I.
as seen in Figure ld. This exchange process eventually results in all numbers heing
placed in their appropriate group, as illustrated for this example in Figure Ie.






75 32 200 98 1 125 137 88 170 25 165 188
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
a. The original array to be sorted
Values 75 32 200 98 1 125 L37 88 170 25 165 188
Subscripts L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LO LL 12
i i i l
Group 0 I 2 3
b. The start.ing location of each subarray in the array
VaLues 98 32 200 75 1 L25 L37 88 170 25 165 188
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LO 11 L2
i i i 1
Group 0 L 2 3
c. The value 75 is exchanged to the first position in group I
Values 1 32 200 75 98 125 137 88 170 25 165 188
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 (J 7 8 9 LO I L 12
i i i i
Group 0 L 2 3
d. The value 98 is exchanged to the second position in group I
Values I 32 25 75 98 88 L25 137 200 170 165 188
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
i 1 1 i
Group 0 I ., 3
e. The array after all elements are moved to their groups
Values 1 25 32 75 88 98 125 137 165 L70 188 200
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LO II 12
i i i 1
Group 0 1 2 3
f. The final list
Figure 1. An example of Llsing (Jroupsort
15
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3.2 Flowchart for Groupsort
Based on the foregoing algorithm, an efficient implementation of Groupsort is
presented in Figure 2, in which it is assumed that the values of the 11 keys are stored as
positive integers in the array elements X[l] . ... , X[n] and K groups are used.
3.3 Theoretical Running Time Analysis of GroUpSOlt
From flowchart in Figure 2, we can analyze the average running time step by step.
In Step 1, we simply scan the input and find the minimum and maximum values.
Therefore, the average running time of Step 1 is O(n).
In Step 2, the average running time is O(n) since it also requires scanning the
input to find the size of each group and store it in array Count.
In Step 3, 4. and 5, the group number of each input element is computed and
compared to the number of the group currently being processed. Every element not
mitially in the correct group is exchanged with the fir t not-in-place element in the
destination group, and the corresponding entry of Count is updated. Combining the
above, the average running time is O(n).
In Step 6, Quicksort is used for sorting each group. If the number of groups is
selected as a fixed proportion of the list size, say K ={M, for some p E (0.1 ), 1Ill'
expected number of elements in each group is equal to 11p (assuming Ihal 1hc IllpUl
elements are uniformly distributed). Then, the average running Ilmc 10 sorl each group IS
approximately O((l/p)log(1/p». Because there arc K =IJil groups, thc average total
running time for Step 6 is O(n).





I Get input data from input file I
~
1. Find minimum value u and move to X[ IJ
Find maximum value v and move to K[n]
~
2. Computej =(K * (X[iJ-u))/(v-u + 1)
I Set Count[j] I for each j =0, ... , K - 1, as the number of elements belonging group j
~
I 3. Move elements belonging to group 0 or group K - 1 to those two subanays l
~
I 4. Reuse the array Count to indicate the statting location of each subarray I
~
5. Move the element to its conect group j
Update the value of Count[j] to keep track of the next available position in subarray j
i
I 6. Use Quicksort to S0l1 each group I
~
I Print the running time I
~
I Pri nt fi nal sorted data to output fi Ie I
+
I End I
Figure 2. Flowchart for an efficient implcmcnl<lllo!1 or (Iroupsort
17
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The worst case problem for Groupsort is that the sorted data are in a small range
except one is far away. That means all data are in one group except one is in another
group. Using Quicksort, the worst case time is 0(n2).
3.4 The C Programming Code for Groupsort
The C programming code for GroupSOI1 is attached in Appendix A. The C
function qsort was used for the implementation of Quicksort. According to their







The following description of Flashsort1 algorithm is quoted from [21].
"The Flashsortl algolithm consists of three logical blocks: classification,
permutation, and straight insertion.
Classification determines the size of each class of elements. If the maximal
element is Amax. and the minimal element is Amin, we can compute:
K(A(i» = J + INT((m -l)(A(i) - Amin) / (Amax - Amin»
The result will be a value from 1 to m, which is called the class of A(i). After computing
the actual number of elements in each class, we can predict where each class will appear
In the final alTaY. The vector L is used to track this information.
Permutation is used to move elements into the correct class. We simply compute
each element's class index K and place it into the location Indicated by L(K). We then
decrement L(K). When the first class has been filled up, we need to begin the next
permutation cycle. The process stops when we've moved every element.
Once the permutation step has moved everything into approximately the correct
place, we have a partially sorted an'ay to work with. Following Sedgewick 12() I. we lise ;1
straight insertion sort over the entire array."
Here is an example of using Flashsort I. Suppose there arc 12 keys. stored In
At lj, ... , A[l2]. with maximal element AJ1I(/x = 200 and nlllllJl1dl ck:mcnt Amill = 1, as
shown in Figure 3a.
19
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Suppose that the class number K = 4. Through passing the array in Figure 3a, we
can compute the actual number of elements (3, 4,4, and 1, respectively) falling in each
class, as shown in Figure 3b, in which the pointer (arrow) L[K] indicates the end position
that will contain the elements in class K.
Next, we need move elements into the correct class. In this example, the first key,
whose value is 75, belongs to class 2 and is therefore placed into the location indicated by
L[2] = 7. We then decrement L[2]. And the evicted element 137 is held by a temporary
variable HOLD as the next element that wil1 be moved, as shown in Figure 3c. When the
first class has been filled up, we need to determine the next permutation cycle. Through
searching the array, we can find the element A[j} that satisfies the condition j<UK(A(j)))
as the next permutation cycle leader. In this example, the element is 98, as shown in
Figure 3d. When the total number of moves is equal to the data number, in this example
MOVE = 12, the permutation completes, as shown in Figure 3e.
Finally, straight inseltion is used to sort each class to obtain the final Ii t, as show
in Figure 3f.
4.2 Flowchart for Flashsort I
Based on the foregoing algolithm, an implementation of Flashsortl is presented in
Figure 4, in which it is assumed that the values of the n keys are stored as pOSItive
integers in the array elements A[1], ... , A[n] and we sort the an'ay by usc of Index \'cctm




75 32 200 98 1 125 137 88 170 25 165 188
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
a. The original array to be sorted
Values
Subscripts
Values 75 32 200 98 1 125 137 88 170 25 165 188
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
i i i i
Vector L[1] L[2J L[3] L[4]
b. The end location of each class in the array
Values 32 200 98 1 125 75 88 170 25 165 188
Subscripts 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 12
i i i i
Vector L[ lJ L/2] L[3J L[4J
c. The value 75 is moved to class 2 (HOLD=137, MOVE=I)
Values 32 1 25 98 125 88 75 170 188 165 137 200
Subscripts 1 '1 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12"-
i i i i
Vector L[1] L[2] Lf3] L[4J
d. The first class has been filled up (HOLD=98, MOVE=II)
32 25 98 125 88 75 170 188 165 137 200
j '1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ll 12
iii i
Vector Lfll L[2} L[31 L[41
e. The array after all elements are moved to their classes (MOVE= 12)
Values 1 25 32 75 88 98 125 137 165 170 188 200
Subscripts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12
i i i i
Vector L{l/ L[2J L[3] L[4J
f. The final list





I Get input data from input file I
~
I 1. Find minimum value ANMIN, maximum value ANMAX
Find maximum value position NMAX
~
2. Compute k = 1 + ((M - 1) * (A[ij - ANMIN))/(ANMAX - ANMIN + I)
Set L[k], for each k = 1, ... , M, as the number of elements belonging class k
~
I 3. Reuse the vector L to indicate the ending position of each class I
~
I 4. Exchange ANMAX and A[1] to begin permutation I
~
5. Move the element to its correct class k until we move n - I times
Decrement the value of L[kJ to keep track of the class k pointer information
~
I 6. Use Straight-insertion to sort each class I
~
I Print the running time I
~
I Print final sorted data to output file I
~
I End I
Figure 4. Flowchart for an implementation of Flash"'(lrll
-
4.3 Theoretical Running Time Analysis of Flashsort I
From flowchart in Figure 4, we can analyze the average running time step by step.
In Step 1, we simply scan the input and find the minimum and maximum values.
Therefore, the average running time of Step 1 is O(n).
In Step 2, the average running time is O(n) since it also requires canning the
input to find the size of each class and store it in index vector L.
In Step 3,4, and 5, we move input elements into the COlTecl class. Each item is
moved exactly once. We can simply count the total number of moves and stop when
we've moved every element. Therefore, the average running time is O(n).
In Step 6, a straight insertion sort is used for sorting each class. If the number of
classes is selected as a fixed proportion of the list size, say In =pn, for some p E (0,1),
the expected number of elements in each class is equal to 1/p (assuming that the input
elements are uniformly distributed). Then, the average running time to sort each class is
approximately O«l/p)2). Because there are m =pn classes, the average total running
tIme for Step 6 is O(n).
Therefore, the average total running time of Flashsort I is O(n).
The worst case problem for FlashsortJ is that the sorted data are in a small range
except one is far away. That means all data are in one class except one is in another
class. Using straight insertion so]1, the worst case time is 0(n2).
4.4 The C Programming Code for Flashsol11





This chapter contains computational results for the relative running time of
Groupsort, Flashsortl, bucket sort, and Quicksort. The C programming code for bucket
sort is attached in Appendix C. The C programming code for Quicksort using qsort
function is attached in Appendix D. Appendix E shows the C programming code that is
used to generate uniformly distributed input integers. And Appendix F shows the C
programming code that is used to generate truncated nannal distributed input integers.
The tests are performed on a personal computer with an Intel 82443 LXlFX
Pentium® II Processor. Two test series are performed.
5.1 Run Time Results for Different Additional Storage Space
In the first series, Groupsort and FlashsortJ are tested against bucket sort using
uniformly distributed Jnteger values in the range I to 32767, for list sizes 11 varying from
2000 to 25000. A number of different additional storage spaces are u ed with values of
0.05n, O.ln, 0.2n, and 0.311. For each list size n and each kind of additional storage space
used, 15 arrays are generated and sorted. Table 2 shows the average relative running
times.
5.2 Run Time Results for Di fferent Data Distribution
The second series of tests is designed to determine how the crricicnc y or
Groupsort and Flashsortl is affected by input data distrihution. ill comparison to
---
Quicksort. To this end, the input array elements are generated according to a normal
distribution truncated in the range 1 to 32767, with mean j.1 = 16384 and standard
deviation a varying from 2 to 10000. Smaller values of aimply a higher degree of
nonuniformity [20]. A number of different standard deviations are used with values of 2,
10, 1000, and 10000. For each list size n and standard deviation a, 15 arrays are
generated and sorted. Table 3 shows the average relative funning times.
-
Table 2. Relative running bmes under unifonnly distributed integer array
List size n Groupsort Flashsort1 Bucket sort
2000 67 40 87
5000 180 133 231
10000 367 260 560
f-------.
15000 553 420 833
20000 700 573 1060
25000 900 673 1367
a. additional storage space 0.05n
List size 11. Groupsort Flashsortl Bucket sort
2000 80 47 87
5000 187 133 200
10000 333 247 427
15000 513 360 647
20000 673 473 840
25000 833 600 1060
h. additiOnal storage space O.ln
List size /1. Groupsort Flashsortl Bucket sort
2000 73 33 90
5000 167 107 200
10000 320 207 380
15000 473 347 527
20000 613 440 727
25000 813 567 940
l'. additional storage space 0.2n
List size n Groupsort Flashsortl Bucket sort
2000 53 33 80
5000 167 100 200
10000 307 207 350
15000 453 320 553
20000 640 453 700
25000 780 547 907
d. additional storage space 0.3/1.
-
Table 3. Relative running times under truncated normal distributed integer array
List size n Groupsort Flashsol11 Quicksort
2000 397 1227 393
5000 2627 7267 2620
10000 10547 29547 10513
15000 24627 67047 23980
20000 43700 120993 43220
25000 65700 195960 64800
Cl. standard deviation a= 2
List size n GroUPS0l1 Flashsortl Quicksort
2000 80 727 73
5000 433 6247 440
10000 1580 23280 1847
15000 2533 35733 4173
20000 3853 52360 7600
'--'-
j 25000 5167 65267 11840
h. standard deviation a= 10
List size n Groupsort Flashsort I Quicksol1
2000 73 33 53
5000 173 107 186
10000 360 233 413
15000 527 373 600
20000 733 480 833
25000 873 613 1067
c. standard deviation a= 1000
List size Il Groupsort FJashsort I Quicksort
2000 73 40 60
5000 187 120 ]87
10000 360 227 407
15000 513 353 587
20000 673 500 851
-
25000 867 613 IORO I_.





COMPARISON OFGROUPSORT AND FLASHSORTI
As mentioned in chapter 1, we consider three aspects that affect the performance
of an algorithm: running time, additional storage space, and data distribution. This
chapter compares Groupsort and Flashsort1 with bucket S0l1 and Quicks0l1 on all these
aspects.
6.1 Running Time and Their Impact
The empirical results on the relative running time with different list sizes are
presented in Figure 5, 6, 7, and 8. Four cases are examined with different additional
storage spaces: 0.0511, 0.1n, 0.2n, and 0.3n.
For smaller list sizes, all methods require neghgible times. The results indicate
that for all values 11 >= 2000, Flashsort I is faster than Groups0l1, and Groupsort is raster
than bucket sort. For example, fI =20000, additional storage space 0.111, Flashsortl is
44% faster than bucket sort. Groupsort is 20% faster than bucket sort.
From the fit curve function y =ax + h. we can see, for Flashs0l11, a IS in the range
0.024 to 0.028; for Groupsol1, a is in the range 0.031 to 0.036; for bucket sort, a is in the
range 0.035 to 0.056. These results indicate that the running time increases with list Slze
as the following sequence: Flashsortl < Groupsort < bucket sort. The bigger the size of
sorted list, the more efficient is Flashsortl relative to GroUpS011.
From the running time view, Flashsortl has better performance lh~\ll (iroupsml






















5000 ooסס1 15000 ooסס2 25000 ooסס3
List Size (n)
Fitted function: Groupsort: y =0.036x + 1.821
FJashsort 1: y =0.028)(. - 11.125
Bucket sol1: y =0.056)(. - 22.696





















5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000
Ust Size (n)
Fitted function: Groupsort: y = O.033x + 16.382
Flashsort1: y =O.024x + 7.287
Bucket sort: y = O.042x + 5.815


























Fitted function: Groupsort: y = 0.031 x + 5.827
Flashsortl: y =O.023x - 12.728
Bucket sort: y = 0.036x + 3.561






















5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000
List Size (n)
Fitted function: Groupsort: y =0.031x - 4.078
FlashsortJ: y = 0.023x - 14.510
Bucket SOIt: y = 0.035x + 17.869
Fi~ure 8. Relative running times with list size for additional storage space 0.3/1
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6.2 Additional Storage Space and Their Impact
The empirical results on the relative running time with different additional storage
space are presented in Figure 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. Six cases are examined with
different list size: 2000,5000, 10000, 15000,20000, and 25000.
The running time depends on two sections: Step 1 to 5 in Figure 2 for Groupsort
or in Figure 4 for Flashsort I, and Step 6 in Figure 2 for GroupsOlt or in Figure 4 for
Flashsortl in which a conventional comparison sorting algOIithm (Quicksort for
Groupsort, straight inseltion for Flashsortl) is used to S0l1 each group or class. From the
theoretical view, increasing the additional storage space will benefit Groupsort and
Flashsortl by sorting smaller groups or classes (under uniformly distributed assumption)
in Step 6.
But in the actual tests, this is not always the case. As shown In Figure 9 and
Figure 10, we can see that for relati ve small list size, say 11 = 2000 and 11 = 5000. when
the additional storage space is 0.05n, Groupsort and Flashsort 1 both have better
perfOlmance than when the additional storage space is O.ln. The reason is when the
sorted list size is relative small and the additional storage space is relative small,
increasing a little bit additional storage space may not always benefit the sorting.
For large list size, say n =10000, n = 15000, n =20000, and n =25000, as shown
in Figure 11 to Figure 14, running times are decreasing with increasing additional storage
space. Table 4 shows the running speed comparison with additional storage space O. Jn.
When we increase the additional storage space from O.ln to 0.211 and 0.3n which means
we double the additional storage space, the best improvement is only 12% for Groupsol1
and 16% for Flashsortl. When we increase the additional storage spLice I rom ()())/1 to
-
O.ln which means we only use 0.05n more additional storage space, the best
improvement can be 10% for GroupsOJt and 17% for Flashsortl. So, additional storage
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Figure 10. Relative running times with additional storage space for Il =5000
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Figure 14. Relative running times with additional storage space for It =25000
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Table 4. Running speed comparison with additional storage space O.ln
(+: run faster, -: run lower)
List size n 0.05n 0.2n 0.311
10000 -10% +4% +8%
15000 -8% +8% + 12%
20000 -4% +9% +S%
2S000 - 8% +2% +6%
a. Groupsort
List size n O.OSn 0.2n 0.3n
10000 - S% + 16% + 16%
IS000 - 17% +4% + 11%
20000 -17% +7% +4%
2S000 - 12% +6% +9%
b. Flashsort 1
6.3 Data Distribution and Their Impact
The empirical results on the relative running time with different standard
deviation are presented in Figure 1S, 16, 17. 18, 19, and 20. Six cases are examined with
different list size: 2000, SOOO, 10000, lS000, 20000, and 25000 for additional torage
space O.ln.
For standard deviation a= 1000 and a= 10000, Flashsort 1 is fa ter than
Groupsort and Quicksort, and Groupsort is faster than Quicksort for 11 > 2000. For
standard deviation (1"= :2 and a= 10, the relative running times of Flashsort I increase
significantly. Flashsort1 runs more than 100 times slower than standard devlation a=
LOOO for a= 10 and more than 300 times slower than standard deviation a= LOOO for a=
2. For standard deviation a= 2 and (1= 10, the relative running times of Groupsort and
Quicksort increase too. For better performance, we can use more efficient quicksort
40
-
algorithm instead of qsort function. For a= 10, Groupsort is faster than Quicksort for 11
> 2000. And Groupsort is more efficient than Quicksort when the list size increases, as
shown in Figure 16 to Figure 20. For a= 2, Groupsol1 is slower than Quicksort.
From the above, we can see that Flashsort 1 is much slower than Groupsort and
Quicksort for standard deviation a = 2 and a = 10. And Groupsort is faster than
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As discussed in last chapter, we can see that Groupsort and Flashsortl both have
linear average running time and run faster than bucket sort under the assumption of a
unifonnly distributed list. The optimal additional storage space for these more efficient
sorting algorithms is O.ln for a large list (n 2': 10000), or 0.05n for a relatively small list (11
= 2000 and n = 5000).
Under the assumption of a unifonnly distributed list, Flashsortl is always faster
than Groupsort with the same additional storage space. So Flashsortl is a better choice
for sorting uniformly distributed data.
Flashsort 1 is highly affected by the data distribution. Flashsort 1 should be chosen
only when 0'>=1000. If the degree of nonuniformity is very high (say 0'<= 10),
Groupsort is much better than Flashsort 1. And for 0'>= 10, Groupsort is more efficient
than Quicksort.
7.2 Improvements
Flashsortl is a better choice for sorting uniformly distributed data. But it is very
bad for sorting data that are very nonuniformly distributed. To make Flashsortl perform
better under a truncated normal distrihuted list, we can change Step 6 in the Flashsortl
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C PROGRAMMING CODE FOR GROUPSORT
//Groupsort:
//Sorted date type is integer with range 1 to 32767




#define MAX 50000 //Maximum input array size
//Global variables
int X[MAX+l); //Sorted data array
int Count [MAX) ; //Group array
int N; //Number of sorted data
int K; //Additional storage space size
int C; //constant factor
int KK; //Group number




void get_data (FILE *ip);
int find_u();
int find_v();
void set_Count(int u, int v);
void move_group(int u, int v);
void group(int u, int v);
static int test(int *x, int *y);
void printout();
/ /main function
main(int argc, char *argv[))
{
int u, v, i;
clock t start_time, end time;
if(argc != 3)
{
printf("Use 'a.out inputfile outputfile' to run\n");
exi t (0) ;
t open the input file! Try again!\n");printf ( "Canna
exi t (0) ;
if( (ip=fopen(argv[l),
{
"r") )==NULL) //Open input file
52
if «op=fopen(argv[2), "w'» ==NULL)
{
//Open output file
printf("Cannot open the output file! Try again!\n");
exit (0) ;
get_data (ip) ; //Read data from input file
start_time=clock(); //Get starting time
u=find_u(); //Find minimum value
v=find_v(); //Find maximum value
C=(int) «v-u+1)/K)+1;
set_Count(u, v); //Find the number at elements in each group
move_group(u, v); //Move elements to the first and the last group
group(u, v); //Move elements to their correct group




qsort(&X[Count[i-1)+1] ,Count[i]-Count[i-1) ,sizeof(X[l]) ,test);
end_time=clock(); //Get ending time
printf ("The run time is %d\n", end_time-start_time);
fprintf (op, "The run time is: %d\n", end_time-start_timel;
printout(); //Print the result to output file
fclose(ip) ;
fclose(op) ;
//Read data from input file














printf("Array is not enough to hold the elements to be
sorted! \n") ;
exit(O) ;
X[count]=input; //Put data into sorted data array
S3
N=count-l; IINumber of sorted data
printf ("The sorting array size is: %d\n". N);
printf("Please enter the additional storage space size: "l;
K=atoi(gets(temp»); IISize of additional storage space
fprintf (op. "The sorting array size is: %d\n". N);
fprintf(op. "The additional storage space is: %d\n". K);















/IFind the maximum value
int find_v ()
{













I/Find the number of elements in each group
void set_Count (int u, int v)
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jj=(X(i]-ul/C; IICalculate group number
Count[jj]=Count[jj]+l;
IIMove elements to the first and the last group




i n t i, j , j j , temp;















for(i=N-1; i>l; i--) IIMove elements to the last group
{
temp=X [1] ;




IIMove elements to their correct group




Count [KK) =N+l-Count [KK] ; IISet start position of the last group
for(j=KK-l; j>=O; j--) IISet start position of each group
{
Count(j)=Count(j+l)-Count[j) ;
Count[O)=Count(l)-l; IIGet end position of the first group








IISet the end element of each group to negative
X[Count[i]-l)=O-X[Count(i)-l) ;
IIPass through sorting array from the second gr up





continue move elemenIIGroup is not comple ed,

















else IINot in correct group, exchange to correct group























if(X[Count[jj]]>O) IIGroup is n
{
}
























IINon-element group, to the next group




















IIChange all data to positive













X[ i) ) ;
\n". X [i) ) ;
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//Quicksort comparison function









C PROGRAMMING CODE FOR FLASHSORTI
IIFlashsortl:
IISorted date type is integer with range 1 to 32767




*define MAX 50000 IIMaximum input array size
IIGlobal variable
int A [MAX+1] ; IISorted data array
int L [MAX+l] ; IIClass vector array
int N; IINumber of sorted data
int M; IIAdditional storage space
int ANMIN; IIMinimum value
int NMAX; IIMaximum value position
int ANMAX; IIMaximum value












main(int argc, char *argv[])




printf("Use 'a.o t inputfile outputfile' to run\n");
exit(O) ;
IIOpen input fileOr") )==NULL)




if ( (op=fopen (argv [2], "w"») ==NULL) IIOpen output file
60
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printf("Cannot open the output file! Try again!\n"l;
exit (0 I;
get_data(ip); IIRead data from input file
start_time=clock(); IISet starting time
scan_data (A) ; I/Find the minimum and maximum value
classification(); IIFind the number of elements in each class
permutation(); IIMove elements to their correct class




end_time=clock(); IIGet ending time
printf("The run time is: %d\n", end_time-start_time);
fprintf (op, "The run time is: %d\n", end_time-start_time);
printout(); IIPrint the result to output file
fclose(ip) ;
fclose(op) ;
IIRead data from input file














printf("Array is not enough to hold the elements to be
sorted! \n" I ;
exit (0);





N=count-l; IINumber of sorted data
printf("The sorting array size is: %d\n", N);
ntf("Please enter the additional storage space
prl dd" 1 torageM=atoi(gets(temp)); ;/Size of a ltlona s
, l'S.· %d\n", N);"The sorting array Slze








//Find the minimum and maximum value
void scan_data(int *A)
lnt i;
ANMIN=A[l); //Initial minimum value




ANMIN=A [ i) ;
if(A[i»A[NMAX)
NMAX=i;
//Scan data to find the minimum value
//and maximum value position
ANMAX=A[NMAX) ; //Find maximum value




Cl=( (double) (M-l) / (ANMAJ(-ANMIN);
return Cl;




















IISet end position of each class








int NMOVE=O; IINumber of elements being moved
int J=l; IIInitial scan data position




while (NMOVE<N) IIScan all data
{




k=l+ (int) (C1 * (A [J] -ANMIN) ) ;
FLASH=A[J); IIGet next cycle to be sorted
while(! (J==L[k]+l))
(
/IClass in not completed
Cl=factor() ;
k=l+(int) (C1*(FLASH-ANMIN));
HOLD=A [L [k] J ;
A[L[kIJ=FLASH;
FLASH=HOLD;
L[kJ=L[k)-l; IIComplete an exchange
NMOVE=NMOVE+1; I/Sort one more data










A(j + 1) =A (j ] ;
j=j-l;
A(j+l]=HOLD;
IIPrint the result to output rile












A[ i) ) ;
\n", A[ i]) ;
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APPENDIXC
C PROGRAMMING CODE FOR BUCKET SORT
//Bucket sort:
//Sorted date type is integer with range 1 to 32767










typedef struct node LIST;
//Global variable
LIST *list=NULL; //Sorted data list
LIST *local_list[MAX); //Bucket array list
int N; //Number of sorted data
int B; //Bucket number
int K; //Constant factor







main(int argc, char *argv[))
(
int i,j;
clock_t start_time, end time;
LIST *tempp, *temppp, *templ, *temp2, *temp3;
if(argc != 3)
(
printf("Use 'a.out inputfile outputfile' to run\n");
exit(O) ;




"r") ) ==NULL) //Open input file
65
...





printf("Cannot open the output file! Try again! n");
exit (0) ;
get_data (ip) ; IIRead data from input file
K=32767/B+l;
start_time=clock(); IISet starting time
tempp=(LIST *)malloc(sizeof(LIST));
tempp=list;
IIScan all data and insert to correct bucket
Ilwith correct position
j=tempp->key/K; flCalculate bucket number






IIFirst node in the bucket
else IINot first node in the bucket
temp3=(LIST *)malloc(sizeof(LIST));
temp3=local_list[j] ;





ffIns rt a the nd
if(temp3->key<=templ->key && temp3->next==NULL)
{ IIInsert at the end
temp3->next=templ;
break; IIGo to next data
}





else{ IIMore than one node in the bucket
while(temp3 != NULL) IIFind the correct position to insert
{
}
else if (temp3->key<=templ->key && temp3->next->key>templ-
>key && temp3->next != NULL)
IIInsert between two node
templ->next=temp3->next;
temp3->next=templ;
break; IIGo to next data
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}
else if(temp3->key<=templ->key && temp3->next->key<=templ_
>key && temp3->next != NULL)
{ IINot find the insert position
temp3=temp3->next;
}
else if(temp3->key > templ->key)
{ IIInsert at the front
templ->next=temp3;
local_list[jl=templ;
break; IIGo to next data
}}
tempp=tempp->next;








local_list [0] ->next=local_list [j ] ;
end_time=clock () ; IIGet ending time
printf("The running time is: %d\n". end_time-start_time);
fprintf(op, "The running time is: %d\n", end_time-start_time);
printout(list); IIPrint the result to output file
fclose (ip) ;
fclose (op) ;
IIRead data fro~ input file






char temp [10] ;
LIST *new;




"%d " , &input)==l; count++ )
if (count>MAX)
{
printf("Array is not enough to hold the elements to be















N=count; //Number of sorted data
printf("The sorting array size is: %d\n". N);
printf("please enter the bucket number: ");
B=atoi(gets(temp)); //Bucket number
for(i=O; i<B; i++) //Initial each bucket array list
{
10cal_list[i]=NULL;
fprintf(op. "The sorting array size is: %d\n". N);
fprintf(op, "The bucket number is: %d\n" , B);
//print the result to output file





















C PROGRAMM G CODE FOR Q ICKSORT
//Quicksort:
//Sorted date type is integer with range 1 to 32767




#define MAX 50000 //Maximum input array size
int X[MAX); //Sorted data array
int N; //Number of sorted data






int test(int *x. int *y}
//Main function
main(int argc. char *argv[)}
{
int i;
clock t start tlme. end time;
o run\n");printf("Use 'a.out inputfile outputfil .
exi t (0) ;
if(argc '= 3)
{





printf("Cannot open the output file! Tryagain'\n");
exit (0);
if ( (op=fopen (argv [2]. "w")) ==NULL)
{
//Open utput file
get_data (ip) ; //Read data from input file
start time=clock(); //Set starting time
qsortl&X[l),N.sizeof(X[ll) ,test); //Quicksort
end_time=clock(); //Get ending time
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printf ("The run time is: %d\n", end_time-start_time);
fprintf (op, "The run time is: %d\n". end_time-start_time);
printout(); //Print the result to output file
fclose (ip) ;
fclose(op) ;
//Read data from input file






while (! feof (ip) )
{
X[O]=o;




printf("Array is not enough to hold the elements to be
sorted! \nn) ;
exi t (0) ;
x[count]=input; //Put data into sorted data array
N=count-1; //Number of sort d data
printf("The sorting array size is: %d\n", N);
fprintf(op, "The sorting array size is: %d\n", Nl;
//Quicksort comparison function
int test(int *x, int *y)
if(*x > *y)
return (1);
if (*x < *yl
return (-1);
return (0);












X [i] ) ;
\n", X[ i 1) ;
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APPENDlXE
C PROGRAMMING CODE FOR GENERATING UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED
INPUT ARRAY
IIGenerate unifomly distributed integers
IIIntegers are with range 1 to 32767




#define MAX 50000 IIMaximum array size
IIMain functior.
mainlint argc, char *argv[])
{
~nsigned int seed; IISeed used to generate nex random number
int count [MAX} ; IICount array
int hold[MAX]; IIRandom number array
int array [MAX] ; IISorted data array
int i,j;
int N; IINumber of sorted data
int M; IISize of additional storage space
char temp[lO],templ[lOJ;
FILE *op; IIOutput file pointer




if ( (op=fop n (argv [1]. "w")) ==NULL) /lOpen utput f i 1
{
printf("Cannot open the output file! Try again!\n");
exi t (0) ;
printf("Please enter
N=atoi (gets (temp) ) ;
printfl"Please enter
M=atoi(gets(templl) ;
sor ing array size: ");
IINumber of sorted data
additional storage space siz : ");
IISize of additional storage space
seed=(unsigned intltime(NULL); IIGet seed
srand(seedl; IISeed random number
for(i=O; i<MAX; i++l
{
IIInitial count array to a
count[i]=O;
for(i=O,j=O; i<MAX && j<N; i++l
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IIGenerate uniform integers with range from 1 to 32767
hold[i]=rand()%32767; IIGet random number
if(count(hold(ij/(32767/M)]«N/M) && hold[ij != 0)
{ IITake uniform integer into sorted data array
count(hold(ij/(32767/M)]++;
array(j++]=hold[ij;













\n", array [i]) ;
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APPENDlXF
C PROGRAMMING CODE FOR GENERATING TRUNCATED NORMAL
DISTRIBUTED INPUT ARRAY
//Generate normal random integers
//Integers are at range 1 to 32767 with parameter u





#define MAX 50000 /IMaximum input array size
16384
unsigned int seed; //Seed used to generate next random number
int count [MAX) ; //Count array
int array [t1AX] ; //Sorted data array
int i,j;
int N; //Number of sorted data
int D; //Stand deviation
char temp[lO] ,templ[lO);
int u=16384; //Parameter used to generate normal random integer
int X; //Random integer with range 1 to 32767
double p;
double f; //Density of X
double range; //Coun number of X
double a.b,c,d;
//Main function
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
FILE *op; //Ou put file pointer




if ( (op=fopen (argv [1], "w")) ==NULL)
{








sorting array size: ");
//Number of sorted data
stand deviation: ");
//Stand deviation
seed=(unsigned int) time (NULL) ; //Get seed
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srand(seed); IISeed random number
for (i=O; i<MAX; i++)
{
count[i]=O;
IIInitial count array to 0
for(j=1; j<N-l; )
{ II Generate normal random integers with range from 1 to 32767
X=rand()%32767; IIGet random integer





f=c/(M_SQRT2*d*(doublelD); IICalculate density of X
range=f*(double)N; IIGet coun number of X
if( (double) count [X]<range && X != 0)
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